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20-nm-resolution soft x-ray microscopy demonstrated by use
of multilayer test structures
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A spatial resolution of 20 nm is demonstrated at 2.07-nm wavelength by use of a soft x-ray microscope based
on Fresnel zone plate lenses and partially coherent illumination. Nanostructural test patterns, formed by
sputtered multilayer coatings and transmission electron microscopy thinning techniques, provide clear experi-
mental results.
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Soft x-ray microscopy, based on Fresnel zone plates,1

is under active pursuit worldwide.2 The short wave-
length provides a path to improved spatial resolution,
whereas the high photon energy allows elemental and
chemical identifications based on sharp atomic reso-
nances.1 In this Letter we report a significant step
forward in high spatial resolution imaging, based on
improved zone plates, partially coherent illumination,
and the use of a soft-x-ray-sensitive CCD detector.

The soft x-ray microscope, XM-1,3,4 uses bend
magnet radiation from the Advanced Light Source5

for imaging. By use of illumination between 300 and
1800 eV (l � 4 0.7 nm), the microscope is capable of
imaging nanomagnetic structures at absorption edges
of various constituents,6 electromigration in inter-
connects,7 wet environmental samples,8,9 and thick,
unstained, and labeled biological specimens in aqueous
environments.10 Tomographic imaging has also been
performed to obtain three-dimensional information.7,11

The microscope is shown schematically in Fig. 1. It
is a full-field transmission microscope consisting of a
condenser and an imaging lens. The imaging lens of
the microscope, the microzone plate (MZP), projects a
full-field image onto a 1024 3 1024 pixel soft-x-ray-
sensitive CCD detector. An upstream condenser zone
plate (CZP) provides partially coherent illumination
of the samples. The degree of partial coherence, s,
of the illumination is discussed later in this Letter.

Because of the strong chromatic aberration and mul-
tiple diffraction orders of zone plates, the central re-
gion of the condenser is blocked by a stop, and a small
pinhole is used near the sample plane. This yields
monochromization (l�Dl) between 500 and 700, over a
10-mm-diameter field of view.4 The parameters of the
condenser and MZPs are as follows: MZP: DrMZP
(outermost zone width) � 25 nm, 300 zones, 30-mm di-
ameter; CZP: DrCZP � 60 nm, 41,700 zones, 10-mm
diameter, 5-mm-diameter central stop.

In a perfect full-f ield microscope, spatial resolution
is determined by the wavelength, the numerical
aperture of the imaging lens (NAi), and, to a lesser
degree, by partially coherent illumination. For a zone
plate, NAi is set by the outermost zone width and the
wavelength,1 NAi � l��2DrMZP �. A key to achieving

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the soft x-ray, full-f ield
imaging microscope, XM-1, at the Advanced Light Source
(ALS).
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Fig. 2. Scanning electron microscope micrograph of a
25-nm outermost-zone-width MZP.

high spatial resolution is the fabrication of zone
plates with f ine zone widths, good circularity, high
zone placement accuracy,12 and sufficient thickness
for reasonable diffraction eff iciency. Both the MZP
(Fig. 2) and the CZP in XM-1 are fabricated in-house
with electron-beam lithography.13 The electron-beam
lithography tool, the Nanowriter, has excellent zone
placement accuracy (,6 nm) and circularity by use of
a pattern generator specially designed for patterning
curved structures. A bilayer resist process14 has been
utilized, permitting fabrication of relatively thick zone
plates, 80 nm of nickel in this case.

The image intensity acquired at XM-1 is a nonlinear
convolution15 –17 of the object’s transmission function,
the MZP’s pupil function, and, more importantly,
the spatial coherence in the object plane, which can
substantially alter the image quality for a given
MZP. For an incoherent bend magnet radiation
source, the mutual intensity in the object plane and
the amplitude impulse response of the MZP are related
to each other by the degree of partial coherence16 s.
The value of this parameter is determined by the ratio
of the numerical aperture of the condenser lens (NAc)
to that of the objective lens (NAi):

s �
NAc

NAi
�

DrMZP

DrCZP
. (1)

For coherent imaging in which a plane wave illumi-
nates the sample, NAc and s are zero. For incoher-
ent imaging, in which the angular illumination of the
sample is large relative to the acceptance angle of the
MZP, s approaches unity or larger. For the resolution
measurement described here, a partially coherent illu-
mination is used, with s equal to 25�60 nm � 0.42.

Here we define spatial resolution to be the half-
period of a periodic line and space pattern that exhibits
a 26.5% modulation in its image.16 This 26.5% modu-
lation equals that of the Rayleigh criterion for imaging
two mutually incoherent point sources with a circular
objective. Resolution is often expressed as k1l��NAi�,
which for a zone plate is equal to 2k1DrMZP. The value
of k1 is determined by s and aberrations. Theoreti-
cally, the diffraction-limited value of k1 for opaque pe-
riodic equal lines and spaces decreases from 0.5 in a
coherent system to 0.28 in an “incoherent” system with
s equal to unity. Thus with partially coherent imag-
ing, the spatial resolution can be better (smaller) than
the outermost zone width of the MZP.

Periodic line and space patterns and elbow patterns
that allow simultaneous observation of resolution in
two orthogonal directions have been fabricated in the
past with the Nanowriter. As a result, it was impos-

sible to obtain test patterns with features smaller than
the finest zone of the MZP to test the microscope’s
resolution completely. Our new test patterns are
multilayer coatings,1,18 fabricated with magnetron
sputtering.19 Processed by thinning techniques,
these patterns allow us to achieve straight-line
patterns with periods down to 10 nm and with an
arbitrary aspect ratio. A variety of multilayer mate-
rial pairs are available to meet the specific needs of
resolution tests, such as material contrast at a given
wavelength. For the results reported here, we used
multilayer coatings composed of forty chromium/silicon
bilayer pairs, with periods of 40 and 50 nm. By use
of Cu Ka x-ray ref lectometry (l � 0.154 nm), the
coatings’ periods were measured to be 39.0 and
48.6 nm, respectively. The samples were processed
with conventional transmission electron microscopy
preparation techniques20 to have sufficient trans-
parency for x-ray imaging. The multilayer coatings
were sandwiched between two silicon blocks, thinned,
and spherically polished by use of both mechanical and
ion-milling techniques to form a 200-mm-thick disk,
exposing a multilayer cross section. This disk has
concave impressions on both sides, and the multilayer
cross section, the test pattern, has a thickness that
radially increases from zero at the center (a hole) to
full thickness. For optimal contrast, a thickness of
200 nm was selected, yielding 80% transmission in
silicon and 5% in chromium at 600 eV (l � 2.07 nm),
just above the Cr L2 absorption edge. Phase effects
are negligible in this case.

Fig. 3. Soft x-ray image of the (a) 24.3-nm half-period and
(b) the 19.5-nm half-period multilayer test pattern taken at
600 eV (l � 2.07 nm).

Fig. 4. (a) Lineout of the 24.3-nm half-period image
shows a normalized modulation, averaged along the pat-
tern, of 73–76%. (b) Lineout of the 19.5-nm half-period
image shows a normalized modulation of 20%.
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Fig. 5. Simulated modulation transfer function for XM-1
with hollow-cone, partially coherent illumination. The
measured modulations from Fig. 4 are also shown. The
horizontal errors for 19.5- and 24.3-nm half-periods are
60.2 and 60.3 mm21. The calculated resolution is 19 nm.
A straight line through the two data points indicates
that XM-1 has a resolution of 20 nm or 1.1 times the
diffraction-limited performance.

Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show soft x-ray images of the
24.3- and 19.5-nm half-period multilayer test patterns
obtained at 600 eV. Their background-corrected line-
outs, averaged along the patterns, are shown in Fig. 4.
The normalized measured x-ray modulations are 75%
and 20% for these two half-periods.

Figure 5 shows a calculated modulation transfer
function for this microscope and the two measured
data points. We performed the calculation for peri-
odic Cr�Si of equal widths using the SPLAT computer
program,21 which evaluates the Hopkins theory of
partially coherent imaging15 – 17 by use of numerical
integration (adaptive quadrature). For these calcu-
lations, monochromatic, hollow-cone22 radiation that
uniformly illuminates the object is assumed. The cal-
culated modulations at 24.3- and 19.5-nm half-periods
are 89% and 43%, respectively. Connecting the two
measured points by a straight line, a Rayleigh-like
modulation of 26.5% occurs at a half-period of 20 nm,
whereas the calculated modulation transfer function
achieves this modulation at 19 nm. Based on these
comparisons, we conclude that the spatial resolution
of XM-1 is 20 nm, or 1.1 times the diffraction-limited
performance.

In conclusion, the achievement of 20-nm resolution
soft x-ray microscopy, based on high-quality Fresnel
zone plates and partially coherent illumination, was
demonstrated by use of new multilayer test patterns.
A wide range of applications are currently being pur-
sued with the microscope.
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